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AGENDA
rise in mental health on Tiktok
go over ADHD and some examples
DID and the difference in how the spread disinformation
conclusions and next steps moving forward
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Rise In Mental Health
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ADHD
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ADHD Examples
listing off ADHD symptoms
reenacting scenarios
using ADHD as an adjective
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Listing off ADHD Symptoms

“Do you do any of these? #adhd #adhdtiktok #livingwithadhd”
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ADHD Scenarios

If this makes sense to you, you may have #Adhd. Follow for part 2! #adhdprobs
#mentalhealth #over40 #over50 #entrepreneur
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ADHD as an Adjective

PEOPLE CANT DO THIS?? #adhd #4u #voorjou
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Why This Is An Issue
misleading
mental health professionals spend years going to
school and learning how to diagnose conditions
it’s becoming a trend
these things are not diagnostic
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DID
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DID Disinformation

fake claiming : saying that someone is
faking their disorder / claiming that
they are faking
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FakeSystems
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FakeSystems
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Conclusions and Moving Forward
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Conclusions
how mental health spreads disinformation is different depending
on the community
there are people that have come forward and said
that they fake mental disorders
mental disorders have become a social currency
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Moving Forward
continue to ﬁnd more ways on how people spread disinformation
about mental health on Tiktok
read into some literature about children in their
formative years and how they generate identity
continue writing and ﬁnish my paper in december
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